
MUSTAFAKEMALPAŞA ORTAOKULU 

LGS – İNGİLİZCE KAZANIM DEĞERLENDİRME SINAVI 

Name-Surname : ________________________ 

 

Maria :  Sophie never keeps my secrets, so I don’t   

             share anything with her. 
 

Linda : When I need help, Sophie always support me. 
 

John : I like spending time with Sophie. We have  

            things in common. 
 

Tony : I don’t like Sophie much because she is selfish   

           and stubborn. 
 

1-According to the information above, who thinks   

    Sophie is not a reliable person? 
 

A)Maria           B)Linda           C)John           D)Tony 

 

Dear Tina, 

Thanks for your invitation. I really would like to see 

my old friends after a long time, but I must finish my 

project. Another time, maybe. 

Love, 

Martin 
 
 

2-Which one is CORRECT ? 

 

A) Tina isn’t going to attend the party. 

B) Martin refuses Tina’s offer. 

C) Martin will be there on time. 

D) Tina refuses the offer because she has an excuse. 

 

3-The results show what kind of books teenagers enjoy 

 
Which of the following is CORRECT according to the 

results? 

 

A) Most of the teenagers prefer detective books to   

     fantasy 

B) Teenagers love children’s books more than travel   

     books. 

C) Fantasy books are more popular than detective  

      books among teenagers. 

D) All of the teenagers enjoy biographical books. 

 

 

4-Answer the question according to table below. 
 

JANE’S ROUTINE EVENING PLAN 

TIME ACTIVITY 

6       p.m. Have dinner with family 

7.30  p.m. Do homework and read a book 

9        p.m. Watch TV 

10.15 p.m. Prepare school bag 

11      p.m. Brush teeth and go to bed 
 

Which one is CORRECT according to the table? 

A)Jane has dinner alone. 

B) Jane watches TV more than one hour. 

C) Jane reads a book after she prepares her school  

      bag. 

D) The table shows Jane’s morning activities. 
 

5-Answer the question according to table below. 

 

Wendy: Hey Larissa. It’s Wendy. Are you free this  

               weekend? 

Larissa : Hi Wendy! Why are you asking? 

Wendy: I want to go to the new Chinese restaurant   

               with you in the aftertoon. 

Larissa: ______________________ . 

Which of the followings completes the dialogue? 
 

A) My sister and I will go shopping together. 

B) I’m sorry, I have to finish my homework. 

C) I’d love to, but I have things to do. 

D) Of course, I will be there on time. 
 

6-Answer the question according to invitation below. 

 

A) What’s the event?            B) Who is organizing it? 

C) What time does it start?   D) Where is it? 



7-Answer the question according conversation below 

Henry   : Do you stay at home at weekends? 

Tommy: Not really. I prefer being with my friends  

               outside.  

Henry  : Really? …………………………………….? 

Tommy: We sometimes go to cinema. We usually do   

                sports and go to concerts together. 
 

Which of the following DOES NOT COMPLETE the 

conversation? 

 

A) Which activities do you and your friends do  

     at weekends? 

 

B) What do you do with your friends at weekends? 

 

C) How do you and your friend spend weekends? 

 

D) What kind of books do you and your friends        

     prefer? 

 

8-Answer the question according conversation below 

Tony :  What activities do you do regularly? 

Clark:  I go football training. 

Tony :   …………………………………………..…….? 

Clark:  I go football training three times a week. 

Tony :   ………………………………………………...? 

Clark: With my classmates. 

Tony :  …………………………………………………? 

Clark: At the city stadium. 
 

Which of the following question DOES NOT Tony ask 

Clark? 

 

A) Where do you go football training? 

B) How often do you go football training? 

C) Who do you go training with? 

D) Which equipments do you need for training? 

 

Romeo: Hello, everybody. There is a great concert  

               tonight. How about going it together? 

 

Juliet: Thank for inviting me, but I have to finish my  

           science project. 

 

Hans : A concert? Awesome. I am crazy about   

           concerts. 

 

Gary : I’d love to, but I am going to visit my   

            grandparents. 
 

9-Which of the following is CORRECT according to the 

conversation above? 
 

A) Hans loves convert, but he refuses the invitation. 

B) Gary refuses the invitation because he has  

     an excuse 

C) Romeo invites his friends to watch a movie. 

D) Juliet accepts the invitation. 

 10-A teacher asked students about their 

transportation preferences. Here are the results: 

 
 

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the 

information above? 
 

A)Boys mostly prefer travelling by bus. 

B)Travelling by bike is very popular among girls. 

C)Girls prefer walking to riding bikes. 

D)Boys never goes to school on foot. 
 

11-David and Martin decide to read the same book 

and discuss it later. Here are the lists of their personal 

interests. 

    
Choose the book that both Davidd and Martin will 

enjoy reading. 
 

A) NEW CARS                    B) HEALTHY COOKING 

C) ONLINE GAMES          D) ENDANGERED ANIMALS 
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